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For Art Basel 2021, as an extension of our current exhibition at the gallery, The Poet-Engineers, 
Miguel Abreu Gallery will present a selection of conceptually challenging and plastically realized 
works by our artists.



RESERVED
INQUIRE

ALEX CARVER 
The animal prepares a computerized tomography scan of itself, 2021
Oil on linen
72 x 114 inches (182.9 x 289.6 cm) 
[AC2053.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=ALEX%20CARVER%20%E2%80%93%20The%20animal%20prepares%20a%20computerized%20tomography%20scan%20of%20itself%20inquiry


The animal prepares a computerized tomography scan of itself is a densely textured new painting overlaying 

different forms of image production, which seem to oscillate, phasing and emerging at the direction of the 

eye and generating the sensation of one realm of information becoming visible only by way of another. In his 

latest series, Carver develops the different layers with an interest in how painting procedures might mimic 

surgical grafting, which melds tissue from one part of the body with another, and early experiments in blood 

transfusions between animals and humans. Mixing machine stenciled screens, frottage and brush work, an 

elusive world of imagery develops, combining scientific precision with the fantastical. Surgical experiments as 

practice, as punishment, and as the barbaric foundations of knowledge grow out of the disfigurement of law 

and order—the canvas here becomes a membrane of diagrammatic absurdity, wherein artistic integrity and 

moral clarity are confused. A horse on its back is supported by a scaffold-like armature, it’s head plunged deep 

into a CT scanner—the painting is both the body and the vision machine at once, looking at itself; fragments 

from a 16th C. print present the operating theater; while recurrent images of plant material take on a special 

relevance, as advanced biomedical grafting techniques have begun using plant fibers as the skeletal structure 

for transplanting and growing new tissue. From beneath the dense layers, splinters of negative images seep up 

from the gesso ground—in this case, patterned filigree, surgical etching, and botanical designs, as though of a 

fabric gathering and binding the painting’s diverse materials.





 
The animal prepares a computerized tomography scan of itself, 2021 [detail]



 
The animal prepares a computerized tomography scan of itself, 2021 [detail]



 
The animal prepares a computerized 
tomography scan of itself, 2021  
[side]



INQUIRE

PAMELA ROSENKRANZ
Anamazon (Gravity Transparent), 2021
Acrylic on aluminum 
83 1/2 x 59 7/8 inches (212 x 152 cm)
[PR1401.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=PAMELA%20ROSENKRANZ%20%E2%80%93%20Anamazon%20%28Gravity%20Transparent%29%20inquiry


INQUIRE

PAMELA ROSENKRANZ
Healer Skins (Moon Water Lodge), 
2021
Ekdysian robot snake skin, kirigami 
cut PVC, LED light 
2 3/8 x 34 5/8 x 2 3/8 inches 
(6 x 88 x 6 cm)
Installation dimensions variable 
[PR1439.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=PAMELA%20ROSENKRANZ%20%E2%80%93%20Healer%20Skins%20%28Moon%20Water%20Lodge%29%20inquiry


Pamela Rosenkranz, House of Meme
Kunsthaus Bregenz, Austria 
[installation view]



INQUIRE

PAMELA ROSENKRANZ
I Wish I Could Cry Blood (Your Products), 2021
Acrylic paint, inkjet print, Plexiglas
14 5/8 x 59 7/8 inches (37 x 152 cm)
[PR1409.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=Pamela%20Rosenkranz%20%E2%80%93%20I%20Wish%20I%20Could%20Cry%20Blood%20%28Your%20Products%29%20inquiry




First presented in her recent exhibition House of Meme at the Kunsthaus Bregenz, this new series of paintings 

activates watermarked stock images of eyes. When Marcel Duchamp installed a urinal on the wall at New York’s 

Society of Independent Artists in 1917 and called it art, he invented the mirror, that is the moment when the 

art work looks back at the viewer and asks ‘what do you want from me?’ With this work Pamela Rosenkranz 

furthers this fundamental reversal of the relation of the artwork to the viewer, this revolutionary gesture that 

still haunts us today. 

Interested in how our eyes turn red if we spend too much time looking at a screen, as the blood vessels in 

the conjunctiva dilate to increase oxygen flow, Rosenkranz painted the images with a rose-like hue that is  

reminiscent of human tissue and complements the RGB green of much of her recent work.



INQUIRE

FLORIAN PUMHÖSL
Warped Relief (LLS), 2021
Acrylic and pigment on folded metal sheet mounted on Dibond 
63 x 84 inches (160 x 213.4 cm) 
[FP1320.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=FLORIAN%20PUMH%C3%96SL%20%E2%80%93%20Warped%20Relief%20%28LLS%29%20inquiry


Warped Relief (LLS), 2021 [detail]



RESERVED
INQUIRE

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Bichrome spirale, Rubyemerald 
(Marseille, 2021), 2021
Steel and glass
17 3/4 x 19 3/4 x 17 3/4 inches 
(45 x 50 x 45 cm) 
[JM1834.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=JEAN-LUC%20MOUL%C3%88NE%20%E2%80%93%20Bichrome%20spirale%2C%20Rubyemerald%20inquiry


Bichrome spirale, Rubyemerald (Marseille, 2021), 2021



Bichrome spirale, Rubyemerald (Marseille, 2021), 2021



In this sculpture, bichrome glass expands through a spiraling steel rod and finds its final contours by  

testing the limits of the material properties of glass itself. It seems as if the glass is attempting to escape its  

restraining structure. The long rebar is shaped into a kind of spiral, that is a line that loops around itself 

without crossings. 

The movement of a human heart and of breathing in general are allegorically engaged.



INQUIRE

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Burning Hand (David), 2021
Glass and bronze
10 1/2 x 6 1/4 x 6 inches (26.7 x 15.9 x 15.2 cm)
[JM1829.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=JEAN-LUC%20MOUL%C3%88NE%20%E2%80%93Burning%20Hand%20%28David%29%20inquiry


Burning Hand (David), 2021



RESERVED
INQUIRE

DANA LOK
Eye of Field, 2021
Oil and acrylic on canvas
42 x 48 inches (106.7 x 121.9 cm)
[DL1074.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=DANA%20LOK%20%E2%80%93%20Eye%20of%20Field%20inquiry


In Eye of Field structures of vision and conceptual frameworks act as porous interlopers unto the other, 

wherein conceptual schemas become perceiving, sensory organs that establish one’s position in relation to 

the lived world. The lace is an ideological net cast atop the landscape. It is also an artifact. The grass is the 

world being sensed. It is not dissimilar to the lace picking it up. The two cultivations–lawn grass and lace–

act as processes of knowledge production that are interwoven as two surfaces touching. The canvas here is 

ground for germination. The blades of grass are strokes of paint–serial brushwork–that, like the threading 

of lacemaking, operate as intricate networks–as sieves, filtering and integrating, that which is thought, 

perceived, and felt. The lace may also be a neural network, a vascular system in the eye; while the spotlights 

on the landscape might actually be the landscape looking back–a centrifugal force that once again makes 

distinct these enmeshing perspectives, albeit in the same, shared container.



Eye of Field, 2021 [detail]



INQUIRE

DANA LOK
Dappled, 2020
Charcoal on paper
18 x 16 inches (45.7 x 40.6 cm)
[DL1075.20]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=DANA%20LOK%20%E2%80%93%20Dappled%20inquiry


RESERVED
INQUIRE

YUJI AGEMATSU
zip: 04.01.21 . . . 06.30.21, 2021
91 units, each approx.: 2 1/2 x 2 1/8 x 1 inches (6.3 x 5.3 x 2.5 cm)
2 shelving units: 26 1/2 x 34 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches (67.3 x 87 x 13.3 cm)
1 shelving unit: 31 3/4 x 34 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches (80.6 x 87 x 13.3 cm) 
[YA1359.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=YUJI%20AGEMATSU%20%E2%80%93%20zip%3A%2004.01.21...06.30.21%20inquiry


zip: 04.01.21 . . . 06.30.21, 2021 [detail]



zip: 04.01.21 . . . 06.30.21, 2021 [detail]



zip: 04.01.21 . . . 06.30.21, 2021 [detail]



RESERVED
INQUIRE

R. H. QUAYTMAN
Oval Edge, 2021
Oil, silkscreen ink, gesso on wood
32 3/8 x 52 3/8 x 1 inches (82.2 x 133 x 2.5 cm)
[RQ2154.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=R.H.QUAYTMAN%20%E2%80%93%20Oval%20Edge%20inquiry


Oval Edge, 2021 [side]



Inspired by the oval paintings of iconoclast Belgian painter Antoine Wiertz (1806-1865), R. H. Quaytman 

recuperates the shape of these canvases and introduces an optical black and white line screen as abstract subject 

matter. The painting object warps into a perfect circle as the viewer passes by, hereby clearly manifesting the 

artist’s fundamental interest in the side as an appropriate angle of engagement with her work. Quaytman’s 

recurring motif of the trompe l’oeil beveled edge of her signature wood panels bisects the composition 

horizontally, slightly enhanced by a thin fluorescent yellow line.



Oval Edge, 2021 [detail]



RESERVED
INQUIRE

TISHAN HSU
Breath 2, 2021
UV cured inkjet, acrylic paint, silicone on wood
48 x 62 x 4 inches (121.9 x 157.5 x 10.2 cm) 
[TH1214.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=TISHAN%20HSU%E2%80%93%20Breath%202%20inquiry


Breath 2, 2021 [detail]



Breath 2, 2021 [detail]



Breath 2, 2021 [side]



INQUIRE

SCOTT LYALL
Talent 19, 2021
Gold nano particles and acrylic gel medium on ink printed glass, mirror
48 x 67 1/2 x 2 inches (121.9 x 171.5 x 5.1 cm)
[SL2258.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=SCOTT%20LYALL%20%E2%80%93%20Talent%2019%20inquiry


Talent 19, 2021 [side]



Lyall’s Talents are comprised of two compressed sheets of glass. The back sheet is a mirror; the front 

pane is printed on the inside with a unique, yet potentially infinite progression of colored pixels to  

constitute a polychrome surface which brings to mind a monochrome. A mixture of gel medium and  

Nano-particles of gold is then applied by the artist’s hand to the outside surface to complete the work – the painter, 

perhaps, as window cleaner. Activated by the mirror’s reflective play of light, the pixels produce a diffused hue or  

colored aura. In containing gold, the mixture also recalls the etymology of talent (in Latin, the amount of metal 

in a coin). Akin to golden backgrounds in Cimabue paintings, the gold creates an effect of groundlessness, the  

fundamental reality of abstraction itself. Simultaneously reflective and absorbing, the painted Talent oscillates  

between a world-reflecting image and an adventure of embodiment. At its core, the work both engages and subverts 

the two essential categories of contemporary art, that is the mirror, and the monochrome.



INQUIRE

BLAKE RAYNE
Untitled (Harbor Lights), 2021
Acrylic on linen
72 x 52 inches (182.9 x 132.1 cm)
[BR1545.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=Blake%20Rayne%20%E2%80%93%20Untitled%20%28Harbor%20Lights%29%20inquiry


Untitled (Harbor Lights), 2021 [detail]



With this latest painting, Rayne advances and alters the construction method developed in his recent Dog Ears series. 

Where the former series foregrounded a folded process, this new work is constituted by patchworked or quilted strips 

of previously painted canvas. The distinct modes of painting recorded and gathered together act as mnemonics for 

different rates of time and forms of labor. Composed in relation to an establishing shot in film, the quilting process is 

also an act of editing and sequencing aimed at generating a kind of scene through which the various productive efforts 

accumulated in an artwork can be read. As though a still moment isolated from a larger spectrum of time, the painting’s 

subtle sloping wave imbues it with a sense of innate flux. 



Untitled (Harbor Lights), 2021 [side]



INQUIRE

SAM LEWITT
Stock (Bombyx Mori), 2021
Archival pigment print in raw shantung silk wrapped frame
19 3/8 x 24 1/8 inches (49.2 x 61.3 cm)
Framed: 28 7/8 x 30 3/8 x 1 inches (73.3 x 77.2 x 2.5 cm)
[SL1334.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=Sam%20Lewitt%20%E2%80%93%20Stock%20%28Bombyx%20Mori%29%20inquiry


Stock (Bombyx Mori), 2021 [detail]



Stock (Bombyx Mori), 2021 [side]



Stock (Bombyx Mori) depicts isolated fragments of the anatomy of an average domesticated silk 

moth. These images are drawn from a 3D model of the moth produced with software made for the  

advertising and film/television industry. Lewitt has rendered views of this model into  

static prints, abstracting its surfaces with varying levels of detail and focus. Encased in raw silk frames, the  

material that supports and encloses these prints point to the intermediate product—the  

cocoon—of the work performed by the depicted creature. The moth model, native only to the  

environment of production software, is a precise kind of abstraction, the technically fabricated appearance of a  

biologically engineered species, sheathed in its silk frame’s promise of reality. Stock (Bombyx Mori) can be  

understood as not simply images of a model, but as models of an image, where life appears as an immense  

accumulation of calculations.



INQUIRE

EILEEN QUINLAN
Firebender, 2021
Digital chromogenic print mounted on Dibond
48 x 60 inches (121.9 x 152.4 cm) 
Edition of 3 + 2 APs 
[EQ1765.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=EILEEN%20QUINLAN%20%E2%80%93%20Firebender%20inquiry


INQUIRE

EILEEN QUINLAN
The Nite, 2018
Digital chromogenic print mounted on Dibond
48 x 60 inches (121.9 x 152.4 cm) 
Edition of 3 + 2 APs 
[EQ1703.18]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=EILEEN%20QUINLAN%20%E2%80%93%20The%20Nite%20inquiry


The scanner works are made by sliding materials—mostly elements from the photo studio, such as gels,  

mirrors, screens, plexiglass, fabric, and other flotsam—across a flatbed during the scanning process. They reflect 

an open-ended activity that resides in a zone of play and pushing up against the hard limits of a rigid system. 

The desktop scanner can only “see” a short distance before falling into blackness. It has a rigid logic of recording, 

slowly, from top to bottom. It’s a struggle to split the difference between too much movement (the dread cheese of 

“glitch” art) and not enough (a mute, brutally forensic recording of static scuffed objects). It is a largely accidental 

process where some composition takes place as little hacks and effects are gradually understood and mobilized 

with intent. These works—titled after the games our son plays or other references to digital culture—stand for 

the screen world I face with a mixture of wonder and horror. The scanner has become another camera to me. Each 

piece is part of a greater ponderous whole, ever in a process of forming and deforming. 

— Eileen Quinlan



INQUIRE

LIZ DESCHENES
Green, 1997-2021
Dye transfer print
20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)
Framed dimensions: 22 7/8 x 19 1/4 inches (58.1 x 48.9 cm)
Unique
[LD1481.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=LIZ%20DESCHENES%20%E2%80%93%20Green%20inquiry


INQUIRE

LIZ DESCHENES
Green / Cyan, 1997-2021
Dye transfer print
20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm)
Framed dimensions: 22 7/8 x 19 1/4 inches (58.1 x 48.9 cm)
Unique
[LD1480.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=LIZ%20DESCHENES%20%E2%80%93%20Green/Cyan%20inquiry


Liz Deschenes’ Green and Green / Cyan are rare monochrome dye transfer prints that were produced to exist 

outside, or beyond the original coded system of color from which they emerged. As such, these specific colors can 

be perceived as emancipated from the seven codified colors of a topographical map, in which green denotes high 

elevation and brown, the sea level. Although the monochrome colors comprising the map are now divorced from 

their reference to the earth’s landscape, they have symbolic redolence on account of the powerful associations 

of color.

 

“The dye transfer process is a laborious, exacting, and expensive chemical photographic printing process in 

which spectrally brilliant color is achieved through three-color separations, each controlling a layer of dye. 

So far, its saturated colors have been impossible to create by means of other photographic technology, either 

analogue or digital. Discontinued by Kodak in 1994, the process was already obsolete when Deschenes began 

working with it. . . . By resurrecting dye transfer, Deschenes signals that technological shifts have always defined 

the medium, and critically investigates what has been gained and lost along the way. The artist’s use of outmoded 

technology speaks not only about the changing conditions of images, but also to our shifting relationships to 

images.”

 

– Eva Respini, Mirror with a Memory, in Liz Deschenes (New York/Boston: DelMonico Books / Prestel, The 

Institute of Contemporary Art, 2016), 11.



INQUIRE

REY AKDOGAN
Subtraction #010, 2021
Magazine page, acrylic, UV varnish on Dibond
16 x 12 inches (40.6 x 30.5 cm)
Framed dimensions: 17 1/2 x 13 1/2 x 2 3/4 inches 
(44.5 x 34.3 x 7 cm) 
[RA1224.21]

mailto:post%40miguelabreugallery.com?subject=Rey%20Akdogan%20%E2%80%93%20Subtraction%20%23010%20inquiry


Rey Akodogan creates subtle interventions into the spatial, temporal, and material conditions of a given 

environment through an understated use of repurposed industrial and display materials. This latest series 

of ‘subtractions’ draws on an archive or tear sheets from magazines covering interior design, architecture, 

and lifestyle. By transforming and manipulating the paper supporting these appropriated images, Akodogan 

changes the way that they can be read and recognized, drawing our attention instead to the ways that value is 

constructed through principles of organization. Taken as a full series, the different iterations make up a kind 

of swatch book proposing new systems of organization that undermine the language of advertising. In this 

way, Subtraction #010 is a fragment or sample of a larger, serial proposal, the origins of which are rendered 

mysterious by exploiting the paper’s plasticity and the porousness of the pigments.



 

 

 
 

ALEX CARVER 
The animal prepares a computerized tomography 
scan of itself, 2021 
oil on linen 
72 x 114 inches (182.9 x 289.6 cm) 
[AC2053.21] 
RESERVED 
 
 

The animal prepares a computerized tomography scan of itself is a densely 
textured new painting overlaying different forms of image production, 
which seem to oscillate, phasing and emerging at the direction of the 
eye and generating the sensation of one realm of information becoming 
visible only by way of another. In his latest series, Carver develops the 
different layers with an interest in how painting procedures might 
mimic surgical grafting, which melds tissue from one part of the body 
with another, and early experiments in blood transfusions between 
animals and humans. Mixing machine stenciled screens, frottage and 
brush work, an elusive world of imagery develops, combining scientific 
precision with the fantastical. Surgical experiments as practice, as 
punishment, and as the barbaric foundations of knowledge grow out 
of the disfigurement of law and order—the canvas here becomes a 
membrane of diagrammatic absurdity, wherein artistic integrity and 
moral clarity are confused. A horse on its back is supported by a 
scaffold-like armature, its head plunged deep into a CT scanner—the 
painting is both the body and the vision machine at once, looking at 
itself; fragments from a 16th C. print present the operating theater; 
while recurrent images of plant material take on a special relevance, as 
advanced biomedical grafting techniques have begun using plant fibers 
as the skeletal structure for transplanting and growing new tissue. 
From beneath the dense layers, splinters of negative images seep up 
from the gesso ground—in this case, patterned filigree, surgical 
etching, and botanical designs, as though of a fabric gathering and 
binding the painting’s diverse materials. 
 
 

 PAMELA ROSENKRANZ  
Anamazon (Gravity Transparent), 2021 
acrylic on aluminum 
83 1/2 x 59 7/8 inches (212 x 152 cm) 
[PR1401.21] 
  
 
 

Exhibited: 
Pamela Rosenkranz, House of Meme, Kunsthaus Bregenz, Austria, April 
17 – July 4, 2021. 
 
Between the sublime and the abstract, the repetitive and the expressive, 
Pamela Rosenkranz’s new acrylic on aluminum paintings from her 
recent House of Meme exhibition at the Kunsthaus Bregenz simulate an 
aesthetic experience that is both immersive and disconcerting, 
protecting and annihilating, much like both nature in general, and the 
Amazon in particular, the latter a frequent source of investigation for 
the artist in recent years. 
 



  

 
 

PAMELA ROSENKRANZ  
Healer Skins (Moon Water Lodge), 2021 
Ekdysian robot snake skin, kirigami cut PVC,  
LED light  
2 3/8 x 34 5/8 x 2 3/8 inches (6 x 88 x 6 cm)  
Installation dimensions variable 
[PR1439.21] 
  
 
 
 
 

Pamela Rosenkranz’s Healers are informed by her research into recent 
advancements in biorobotics, and, in particular, snakebots, which are 
used to augment human capabilities. The complex tasks that these 
machines are asked to perform range from internal surgical procedures 
to search and rescue missions, scientific research in contaminated 
areas, and deep-water missions such as the maintenance of oil-drilling 
platforms. Embodying the ‘supernatural’ qualities of the snakebot 
while also taking on a ‘natural’ snake’s appearance and behavior, the 
Healers activate the adaptive and manifold symbolic meanings of the 
serpent (which includes a reference to healing via the Rod of Asclepius, 
the Greek god of medicine) through its technical incorporation. In so 
doing, Rosenkranz raises questions about the natural and the real 
during an epoch that has seen the transformation of innumerable 
achievements of nature into technical copies. 
 
The Healers were presented in 2019 at the Sharjah Biennial 14: Leaving 
the Echo Chamber and the Okayama Art Summit: If the Snake, as well as 
in Rosenkranz's 2021 solo exhibition House of Meme at the Kunsthaus 
Bregenz. Healer Skins (Moon Water Lodge) appears here as the shed skin 
of a robotic snake that has molted. 
 

 
 

PAMELA ROSENKRANZ  
I Wish I Could Cry Blood (Your Products), 2021 
acrylic paint, inkjet print, Plexiglas 
14 5/8 x 59 7/8 (37 x 152 cm) 
[PR1409.21] 
  
 
 

Exhibited: 
Pamela Rosenkranz, House of Meme, Kunsthaus Bregenz, Austria, April 
17 – July 4, 2021. 
 
First presented in her recent exhibition House of Meme at the Kunsthaus 
Bregenz, this new series of paintings activates watermarked stock 
images of eyes. When Marcel Duchamp installed a urinal on the wall at 
New York’s Society of Independent Artists in 1917 and called it art, he 
invented the mirror, that is the moment when the art work looks back 
at the viewer and asks ‘what do you want from me?’ With this work 
Pamela Rosenkranz furthers this fundamental reversal of the relation 
of the artwork to the viewer, this revolutionary gesture that still haunts 
us today.  
 

Interested in how our eyes turn red if we spend too much time looking 
at a screen, as the blood vessels in the conjunctiva dilate to increase 
oxygen flow, Rosenkranz painted the images with a rose-like hue that 
is  reminiscent of human tissue and complements the RGB green of 
much of her recent work. 



	

FLORIAN PUMHÖSL 
Warped Relief (LLS), 2021 
acrylic and pigment on folded metal sheet 
mounted on Dibond 
63 x 84 inches (160 x 213.4 cm) 
[FP1320.21] 
  

This new large-scale, folded metal sheet relief is an advancement of 
Florian Pumhösl’s work with this material. He furthers his interest in 
abstract structures, which now bring to mind containers rather than 
graphic composition. The exquisite hand-mixed pigment can be seen 
as invoking a seascape combined with marshland green crossed by field 
lines, such as the geographic formations of a coast. This aesthetic 
vocabulary marks a formal engagement with the nature of boundaries 
through the core interaction of the line and 
the basin. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE 
Bichrome spirale, Rubyemerald (Marseille, 2021), 
2021 
steel and glass 
17 3/4 x 19 3/4 x 17 3/4 inches 
(45 x 50 x 45 cm) 
[JM1834.21] 
RESERVED 
 
 

In this sculpture, bichrome glass expands through a spiraling steel rod 
and finds its final contours by testing the limits of the material 
properties of glass itself. It seems as if the glass is attempting to escape 
its restraining structure. The long rebar is shaped into a kind of spiral, 
that is a line that loops around itself without crossings. 
 
The movement of a human heart and of breathing in general are 
allegorically engaged. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE 
Burning Hand (David), 2021 
glass and bronze 
10 1/2 x 6 1/4 x 6 inches (26.7 x 15.9 x 15.2 cm) 
[JM1829.21] 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

DANA LOK 
Eye of Field, 2021 
oil and acrylic on canvas 
42 x 48 inches (106.7 x 121.9 cm) 
[DL1074.21] 
RESERVED 
 
 

In Eye of Field structures of vision and conceptual frameworks act as porous 
interlopers unto the other, wherein conceptual schemas become 
perceiving, sensory organs that establish one’s position in relation to the 
lived world. The lace is an ideological net cast atop the landscape. It is also 
an artifact. The grass is the world being sensed. It is not dissimilar to the 
lace picking it up. The two cultivations–lawn grass and lace–act as 
processes of knowledge production that are interwoven as two surfaces 
touching. The canvas here is ground for germination. The blades of grass 
are strokes of paint–serial brushwork–that, like the threading of 
lacemaking, operate as intricate networks–as sieves, filtering and 
integrating, that which is thought, perceived, and felt. The lace may also 
be a neural network, a vascular system in the eye; while the spotlights on 
the landscape might actually be the landscape looking back–a centrifugal 
force that once again makes distinct these enmeshing perspectives, albeit 
in the same, shared container.  
 
 
 
 
 

 

DANA LOK 
Dappled, 2020 
charcoal on paper 
18 x 16 inches (45.7 x 40.6 cm) 
[DL1075.20] 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In Dappled, Lok continues to locate conceptual frameworks as imagery that 
conveys positionality, or perception, through structures of tactility. The 
piece of cloth is a checkered grid, a fabricated mechanism that maps the 
surface upon which it is positioned. The patterned light is another 
framework that charts the natural world onto the cloth’s simultaneously 
flattened and dimensional surface. The sciences may be considered as 
patchworked disciplines that contain gaps–that cannot be universally 
applied–creating a fragmentary, or dappled, survey of the world. The laws 
of science are limited in their ability to convey the complex capacities, or 
natures, of the things that they seek to control or contain. Lok considers 
these schema and phenomena as textures in a single, articulated plane, 
imagining how they might fit together, but more determinedly, how they 
set apart. 



 
 

YUJI AGEMATSU 
zip: 04.01.21 . . . 06.30.21, 2021 
mixed media in cigarette pack cellophane 
wrappers on wood backed acrylic shelves, latex 
paint 
91 units, each approx.:  
2 1/2 x 2 1/8 x 1 inches(6.3 x 5.3 x 2.5 cm) 
2 shelving units:  
26 1/2 x 34 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches 
(67.3 x 87 x 13.3 cm) 
1 shelving unit:  
31 3/4 x 34 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches 
(80.6 x 87 x 13.3 cm) 
[YA1359.21] 
RESERVED  
 

One of the distinguishing features of the singular art that Yuji 
Agematsu has been creating in New York for over thirty years is that 
within his work the distance separating the activity of collecting from 
that of making art has collapsed once and for all. What brings the two 
together, what makes one equal to the other, if you will, is the primacy 
of the artist’s focused and sustained acts of observation. 
In the ongoing zip series, Agematsu collects urban detritus on his daily 
walks and arranges his findings in cigarette box cellophane wrappers. 
The ensuing mini-sculptures are then displayed in calendar formation 
on translucent acrylic shelving units.  
 
This three-part work comprises the Spring season of 2021. 
 

	

R. H. QUAYTMAN 
Oval Edge, 2021 
oil, silkscreen ink, gesso on wood 
32 3/8 x 52 3/8 x 1 inches (82.2 x 133 x 2.5 cm) 
[RQ2154.21] 
RESERVED  
 
 

Inspired by the oval paintings of iconoclast Belgian painter Antoine 
Wiertz (1806-1865), R. H. Quaytman recuperates the shape of these 
canvases and introduces an optical black and white line screen as 
abstract subject matter. The painting object warps into a perfect circle 
as the viewer passes by, hereby clearly manifesting the artist’s 
fundamental interest in the side as an appropriate angle of engagement 
with her work. Quaytman’s recurring motif of the trompe l’oeil beveled 
edge of her signature wood panels bisects the composition 
horizontally, slightly enhanced by a thin fluorescent yellow line. 
 
 

 

TISHAN HSU 
Breath 2, 2021 
UV cured inkjet, acrylic paint, silicone on 
wood 
48 x 62 x 4 inches (121.9 x 157.5 x 10.2 cm) 
[TH1214.21] 
RESERVED 
 
 

In this latest work, Tishan Hsu extends motifs from his visual 
vocabulary, here warped and morphed by the use of an advanced image 
processing software. His use of a metal screen and silicone merging 
with an image of part of a naked body, in combination with this subtle 
new technological intervention, produces a kind of concrete memory 
effect consistent with Hsu’s long-standing interest in probing the 
cognitive and physical effects of transformative technological advances 
on our lives. Bodies morphing into hardware and screens become part 
of a larger corporeal entity. 
 



 
 

SCOTT LYALL 
Talent 19, 2021 
gold nano particles and acrylic gel medium on 
ink printed glass, mirror 
48 x 67 1/2 x 2 inches (121.9 x 171.5 x 5.1 cm) 
[SL2258.21] 
  
 
 

Lyall’s Talents are comprised of two compressed sheets of glass. The 
back sheet is a mirror; the front pane is printed on the inside with a 
unique, yet potentially infinite progression of colored pixels to 
constitute a polychrome surface which brings to mind a monochrome. 
A mixture of gel medium and Nano-particles of gold is then applied by 
the artist’s hand to the outside surface to complete the work–the 
painter, perhaps, as window cleaner. Activated by the mirror’s reflective 
play of light, the pixels produce a diffused hue or colored aura. In 
containing gold, the mixture also recalls the etymology of talent (in 
Latin, the amount of metal in a coin). Akin to golden backgrounds in 
Cimabue paintings, the gold creates an effect of groundlessness, the 
fundamental reality of abstraction itself. Simultaneously reflective and 
absorbing, the painted Talent oscillates between a world-reflecting 
image and an adventure of embodiment. At its core, the work both 
engages and subverts the two essential categories of contemporary art, 
that is the mirror, and the monochrome. 
 
 
 

 

BLAKE RAYNE 
Untitled (Harbor Lights), 2021 
acrylic on linen 
72 x 52 inches (182.9 x 132.1 cm) 
[BR1545.21] 
  

With this latest painting, Rayne advances and alters the construction 
method developed in his recent Dog Ears series. Where the former series 
foregrounded a folded process, this new work is constituted by 
patchworked or quilted strips of previously painted canvas. The 
distinct modes of painting recorded and gathered together act as 
mnemonics for different rates of time and forms of labor. Composed 
in relation to an establishing shot in film, the quilting process is also 
an act of editing and sequencing aimed at generating a kind of scene 
through which the various productive efforts accumulated in an 
artwork can be read. As though a still moment isolated from a larger 
spectrum of time, the painting's subtle sloping wave imbues it with a 
sense of innate flux. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

SAM LEWITT 
Stock (Bombyx Mori), 2021 
archival pigment print in raw shantung silk 
wrapped frame 
19 3/8 x 24 1/8 inches (49.2 x 61.3 cm) 
framed dimensions:  
28 7/8 x 30 3/8 x 1 inches 
(73.3 x 77.2 x 2.5 cm) 
[SL1334.21] 
  
 
 

Stock (Bombyx Mori) depicts isolated fragments of the anatomy of an 
average domesticated silk moth. These images are drawn from a 3D 
model of the moth produced with software made for the advertising 
and film/television industry. Lewitt has rendered views of this model 
into static prints, abstracting its surfaces with varying levels of detail 
and focus. Encased in raw silk frames, the material that supports and 
encloses these prints point to the intermediate product—the cocoon—
of the work performed by the depicted creature. The moth model, 
native only to the environment of production software, is a precise kind 
of abstraction, the technically fabricated appearance of a biologically 
engineered species, sheathed in its silk frame’s promise of reality. Stock 
(Bombyx Mori) can be understood as not simply images of a model, but 
as models of an image, where life appears as animmense accumulation 
of calculations. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

EILEEN QUINLAN 
Firebender, 2021 
digital chromogenic print mounted on 
Dibond 
48 x 60 inches (121.9 x 152.4 cm) 
Edition of 3 + 2 APs 
[EQ1765.21] 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The scanner works are made by sliding materials—mostly elements 
from the photo studio, such as gels, mirrors, screens, plexiglass, fabric, 
and other flotsam—across a flatbed during the scanning process. They 
reflect an open-ended activity that resides in a zone of play and pushing 
up against the hard limits of a rigid system. The desktop scanner can 
only “see” a short distance before falling into blackness. It has a rigid 
logic of recording, slowly, from top to bottom. It’s a struggle to split 
the difference between too much movement (the dread cheese of 
“glitch” art) and not enough (a mute, brutally forensic recording of 
static scuffed objects). It is a largely accidental process where some 
composition takes place as little hacks and effects are gradually 
understood and mobilized with intent. These works—titled after the 
games our son plays or other references to digital culture—stand for 
the screen world I face with a mixture of wonder and horror. The 
scanner has become another camera to me. Each piece is part of a 
greater ponderous whole, ever in a process of forming and deforming.  
 
— Eileen Quinlan 



 
 
 

EILEEN QUINLAN 
The Nite, 2018 
digital chromogenic print mounted on 
Dibond 
48 x 60 inches (121.9 x 152.4 cm) 
Edition of 3 + 2 APs  
[EQ1703.18] 
  
 
 

 

LIZ DESCHENES 
Green, 1997-2021 
dye transfer print 
20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm) 
framed dimensions:  
22 7/8 x 19 1/4 inches (58.1 x 48.9 cm) 
unique 
[LD1481.21] 
  
 
 
 
 

Liz Deschenes’ Green and Green / Cyan are rare monochrome dye 
transfer prints that were produced to exist outside, or beyond the 
original coded system of color from which they emerged. As such, these 
specific colors can be perceived as emancipated from the seven codified 
colors of a topographical map, in which green denotes high elevation 
and brown, the sea level. Although the monochrome colors comprising 
the map are now divorced from their reference to the earth’s landscape, 
they have symbolic redolence on account of the powerful associations 
of color. 
 
“The dye transfer process is a laborious, exacting, and expensive 
chemical photographic printing process in which spectrally brilliant 
color is achieved through three-color separations, each controlling a 
layer of dye. So far, its saturated colors have been impossible to create 
by means of other photographic technology, either analogue or digital. 
Discontinued by Kodak in 1994, the process was already obsolete when 
Deschenes began working with it…By resurrecting dye transfer, 
Deschenes signals that technological shifts have always defined the 
medium, and critically investigates what has been gained and lost 
along the way. The artist’s use of outmoded technology speaks not only 
about the changing conditions of images, but also to our shifting 
relationships to images.”  
  
— Eva Respini, “Mirror with a Memory,” in Liz Deschenes (New 
York/Boston: DelMonico Books / Prestel, The Institute of 
Contemporary Art, 2016), 11.  

 

LIZ DESCHENES 
Green / Cyan, 1997-2021 
dye transfer print 
20 x 16 inches (50.8 x 40.6 cm) 
framed dimensions:  
22 7/8 x 19 1/4 inches (58.1 x 48.9 cm) 
unique 
[LD1480.21] 
  



 

REY AKDOGAN 
Subtraction #010, 2021 
magazine page, acrylic, UV varnish on Dibond 
16 x 12 inches (40.6 x 30.5 cm) 
framed dimensions:  
17 1/2 x 13 1/2 x 2 3/4 inches 
(44.5 x 34.3 x 7 cm) 
[RA1224.21] 
  

Rey Akodogan creates subtle interventions into the spatial, temporal, 
and material conditions of a given environment through an 
understated use of repurposed industrial and display materials. This 
latest series of ‘subtractions’ draws on an archive or tear sheets from 
magazines covering interior design, architecture, and lifestyle. By 
transforming and manipulating the paper supporting these 
appropriated images, Akodogan changes the way that they can be read 
and recognized, drawing our attention instead to the ways that value is 
constructed through principles of organization. Taken as a full series, 
the different iterations make up a kind of swatch book proposing new 
systems of organization that undermine the language of advertising. In 
this way, Subtraction #010 is a fragment or sample of a larger, serial 
proposal, the origins of which are rendered mysterious by exploiting 
the paper’s plasticity and the porousness of the pigments. 
 

 




